Sender								Date




								Public Prosecutor
								Nabil Sadek
								Office of the Public Prosecutor
								Dar al-Qada al-Ali
								Down Town
								Cairo
								Arab Republic of Egypt

								Fax: +202 2577 4716





Dear Counsellor,

I take the liberty to appeal to you in the case of

HANAN BADR EL-DIN, human rights defender 

With Amnesty International and many people all around the world I urge the authorities to release Hanan Badr el-Din immediately and unconditionally and to drop all charges against her.

I call on the authorities to ensure that she has adequate and regular access to qualified health professionals providing health care, including access to prescribed medication, in compliance with medical ethics, including the principles of confidentiality.

Thanking you in advance for your intervention I remain,

Respectfully yours,








Copies of this letter go to:
Minister of Interior Mahmoud Tawfiq, Cairo
Deputy Assistant Minister of Foreign Affairs Ahmed Ihab Gemal-Eldin, Cairo
Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt, Bern (Switzerland)





Sender								Date




								Minister of Interior 
								Mahmoud Tawfiq
								Ministry of the Interior
								25 El Sheikh Rihan Street
								Bab al-Louk
								Cairo

								Fax: +202 2794 5529
								E-mail: center@iscmi.gov.eg
								or: E.HumanRightsSector@moi.gov.eg
								Twitter: @moiegy



Dear Minister,

I take the liberty to appeal to you in the case of

HANAN BADR EL-DIN, human rights defender 

With Amnesty International and many people all around the world I urge the authorities to release Hanan Badr el-Din immediately and unconditionally and to drop all charges against her.

I call on the authorities to ensure that she has adequate and regular access to qualified health professionals providing health care, including access to prescribed medication, in compliance with medical ethics, including the principles of confidentiality.

Thanking you in advance for your intervention I remain,

Respectfully yours,








Copies of this letter go to:
Public Prosecutor Nabil Sadek, Cairo
Deputy Assistant Minister of Foreign Affairs Ahmed Ihab Gemal-Eldin, Cairo
Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt, Bern (Switzerland)
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								Deputy Assistant Minister of
								Foreign Affairs
								Ahmed Ihab Gamal-Eldin
								Ministry of Foreign Affairs
								Corniche el-Nile
								Cairo

								Fax: +202 2574 9713
								E-mail: contact.us@mfa.gov.eg
								Twitter: @MfaEgypt




Dear Deputy Assistant,

I take the liberty to appeal to you in the case of

HANAN BADR EL-DIN, human rights defender 

With Amnesty International and many people all around the world I urge the authorities to release Hanan Badr el-Din immediately and unconditionally and to drop all charges against her.

I call on the authorities to ensure that she has adequate and regular access to qualified health professionals providing health care, including access to prescribed medication, in compliance with medical ethics, including the principles of confidentiality.

Thanking you in advance for your intervention I remain,

Respectfully yours,








Copies of this letter go to:
Public Prosecutor Nabil Sadek, Cairo
Minister of Interior Mahmoud Tawfiq, Cairo
Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt, Bern (Switzerland)






